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Abstract — The telecommunications operators have to man-
age one of the most complex systems developed by human
beings. Moreover, the new technological developments, the
convergence of voice and data networks and the broad range
of services still increase this complexity. Such complex ob-
ject as telecommunication network requires advanced soft-
ware tools for their planning and management. Telecommu-
nications operators collect large volumes of the data in vari-
ous databases. They realize that the knowledge in these huge
databases might significantly improve various organizational
strategic and operational decisions. However, this knowledge
is not given explicitly, it is hidden in data. Advanced methods
and algorithms are being developed for knowledge extracting.
In this paper we will focus on using data mining for solv-
ing selected problems in telecommunication industry. We will
provide a systematic overview of various telecommunications
applications.
Keywords — decision support systems, telecommunications, dy-
namic information system, temporal data mining.
1. Introduction
The problems that are specified in the domain terms might
be classified into three main levels of analysis (Fig. 1):
 Business level (e.g. better understanding and predic-
tion of customer behavior, identification of customer
needs, customer-oriented supply of new services, im-
provement of business processes). On this level we
use a client oriented data.
 Product or service level (e.g. web mining). On this
level we use service oriented data.
 Network and information infrastructure analysis level
(e.g. fault detection, supporting network manage-
ment, resource planning). On this level we use a net-
work oriented data.
We can distinguish three main steps of describing data min-
ing problems:
1. Problem formulation in the domain terms. This is
usually textual description of the business require-
ments that have to be fulfilled by data mining.
2. The transformation of business requirements into
a class of data mining problems like classification,
prediction, associations etc. It is a bridge between
business description and detailed model specification.
3. The detailed model specification. This is a model
specification that is used by data mining modeler for
a specific software tools.
Fig. 1. Levels of problem analysis.
An overview of data mining problems in the context of
business problems in telecommunication is given in [1, 5].
It can be observed that one of the main areas of applications
of data mining on business level is a support for various task
of the marketing departments. The data mining becomes
a key part of analytical subsystem of customer relationship
management systems. On business level of analysis there
are many similarities to other industries. The applications
of data mining for marketing can be found in [11]. The fol-
lowing main problems for marketing and sales departments
of telecommunication operators can be distinguished:
– customer segmentation and profiling,
– churn prediction,
– cross selling and up-selling,
– live-time value,
– fraud detection,
– identifying the trends in customer behavior.
On product or service level there is a focus on analysis
of incomes, quality of the service, grade of the service
and others. There are formal agreements called service
level agreements (SLA) [4] between providers of the ser-
vice and the customers. Service level management (SLM)
are becoming the prevailing business model for delivering
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a products and services. Such approaches need advanced
computerized tools.
On the level of infrastructure and network analysis we can
distinguish the following problems:
– network planning,
– IT resources planning,
– fault detection, location and identification.
2. The formal description of a data
mining process
The typical data mining process consist of the following
steps:
– problem formulation,
– data preparation,
– model building,
– interpretation and evaluation of the results.
In the industry environment these steps as follows (in the
brackets there is information about responsible persons):
– problem formulation (business users),
– developing programs for preprocessing the data (data
mining analyst),
– building the model (data mining analyst, business
users),
– prepare the processes of the use of the data mining
models in the business (business users),
– repetitive running of the model (data mining analyst),
– running programs for loading and transformation of
the data,
– running the data mining models – scoring,
– export the scoring results to the operational systems.
There are a lot of publications related to data mining but
these publications are focusing on algorithms, description
of problems etc. but there is no common formal descrip-
tion of data mining process in the context of enterprise
application. In this section we will provide such a formal
description of a data mining process. We will start with
source data description by information system, then prepro-
cessing of data in order to prepare input for data mining
algorithms, and finally the results of the algorithms.
2.1. Source information systems
As the input for a data mining process there are various
tables of the databases, text files etc. These source data
might be described formally by the information systems.
We define, following [8, 9] or [3], an information system as
a 4-tuple:
S = (X ;A;V; r ); (1)
where:
X – is the finite and nonempty set of objects or observa-
tions,
A – is finite and nonempty set of attributes,
V =
S
a2A Va , Va is a set of values of attribute a2 A, called
the domain of a,
r – is an information function: r : AX !V .
Information system S define a relation Rs Va1Va2
 : : :  Vak , so that Rs(vi1 ;vi2 ; : : : ;vik) , (a1;vi1);
(a2;vi2
); : : : ;(ak;vik
) is nonempty information in S. The
relational approach is often used in data processing, but
in data mining we need more information that we have in
information system. The links between information system
and relations might be useful in data preprocessing.
The information system (1) describes the static nature of
the system. In practical applications we have to deal with
dynamics of the system. Orłowska [7] introduced the term
dynamic information system:
D = (X ;A;V; r ;T;R); (2)
where:
T – is a nonempty set whose elements are called moments
of time,
R – is a order on the set T (here we assume linear order),
X – is the finite and nonempty set of objects or observa-
tions,
A – is finite and nonempty set of attributes,
V =
S
a2AVa , Va is a set values of attribute a 2 A, called
the domain of a,
r – is an information function: r : AXT !V .
Orłowska in [7] have considered dynamic information sys-
tem in context of a logic. In this paper, we wiil use this
system as a base for formulation of the temporal data min-
ing problems.
2.2. The preprocessing
The data sources of a data mining process might be de-
scribed by the set of dynamics information systems:
S = fD1;D2; : : : ;Dlg : (3)
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The data sources have to be transformed into the input dy-
namic information system IT that is needed for data mining
models:
IT = P(S ) ;
where:
IT – is an input dynamic information system,
S – is a set of source information systems,
P – is a process of preprocessing.
The IT is defined as:
IT = (X ;F;V; r ;T;R); (4)
where:
T – is a nonempty set whose elements are called moments
of time,
R – is a order on the set T (here we assume linear order),
X – is the finite and nonempty set of objects or observa-
tions,
F – is finite and nonempty set of features of the objects,
V =
S
f2F Vf , Vf is a set values of feature f 2 F , called
the domain of f ,
r – is an information function: r : FXT !V .
A process of preprocessing can be defined by the set of
preprocessing steps (Fig. 2). The preprocessing step can
be defined as:
Ni = (PNi;SNi; IDi;ONi;ODi) ;
where:
Ni – ith preprocessing step,
PNi – the set of steps that are the predecessors of the
step Ni,
SNi – the set of successors of the step Ni,
IDi – the set of input dynamic information systems for the
step Ni,
ONi – the operator of the step,
ODi – the set of output dynamic information systems of
the step Ni.
The dynamic information system IT  ODij for selected
step Ni. ONi belong to set of operators:
O= (O1;O2; : : : ;Ok) :
IT
N1
N2
ID01
ID01
ID01
ID11 O1 OD
1
1
ID21
ID21
ID21
O2
OD21
OD21
Fig. 2. A process of preprocessing – an example.
We might have the basic sets of operators on physical level
like: projection, selection, etc. However, the preprocess-
ing phase requires a broad knowledge about the data and
methods of data transformation. In data mining we need
advanced systems for preprocessing that will allow to store
and reuse the knowledge about this phase. MiningMart [6]
is an example of the system dedicated to preprocessing.
2.3. Modeling – the model building
After execution of the preprocessing step we have an dy-
namic information system IT that might be used for build-
ing a model. A model might have various forms. We can
write that model M is build on the base of the dynamic
information system IT :
IT )M :
In this paper we restrict our models to feature based models.
Feature base modeling assumes that objects are described
by a set of features and the models find dependencies be-
tween features or predict unknown values.
We have to define the training, test, evaluation and scor-
ing dynamic information systems. These information sys-
tems are equivalent to the sets defined in [2]. The train-
ing dynamic information system is used for preliminary
model building. The test dynamic information system is
used for refining the model. The performance of the model
is tested by using evaluation dynamic information system.
The model is applied to the score dynamic information sys-
tem (Fig. 3).
The training, test, evaluation and scoring information sys-
tems are defined as follows:
IT fidg = (Xfidg;Ffidg;V fidg; r fidg;T fidg;R); (5)
where:
id = Train – for a training dynamic information system,
id = Test – for a test dynamic information system,
id = Eval – for an evaluation set dynamic information sys-
tem,
id = Score – for a scoring set dynamic information system,
T fidg – is a nonempty set whose elements are called mo-
ments of time,
R – is a order on the set T (here we assume linear order),
Xfidg  X – is the finite and nonemty set of objects or ob-
servations,
Ffidg = F – is finite and nonempty set of features of the
objects,
V fidg =V =
S
f2F Vf , Vf is a set values of feature f 2 F ,
called the domain of f ,
r
fidg – is an information function:
r
fidg : FXfidgT !V .
The sets of objects fulfill the following condition:
X = XTrain[XTest [XEval [XScore.
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results
Training
    DIS
    DIS
Evaluation
    DIS
Scoring
    DIS
Model
Model
Model
Evaluation
results
Algorithm
Test
Scoring
Fig. 3. The main components of a data mining process (DIS is
a dynamic information system).
2.4. The data mining models
2.4.1. The classification models
There is a set of predefined m classes of the objects:
C = fC1;C2; : : : ;Cmg :
These classes divide the set Xid into m subsets:
Xid 7! fXidC1 ;X
id
C2
; : : : ;XidCmg ;
XidCi  X
id
;XidCi \X
id
Cj = /0 for i 6= j;
[
i
X idCi = X
id
:
The classification model assigns for each object its cate-
gory. Let us consider the selected fC feature of the object
(where C 2 FC, FC – is the index of a feature that iden-
tify the class), called class feature, and the subsets of input
features fI (I 2 FI, FI = F nFC, FI – is the index set of
input features, F – is the index set of all object features).
The model is defined as follows:
r ( fC;xi; t) = MC( r ( fk1;xi; t); r ( fk2;xi; t); : : : ; r ( fkk;xi; t)) ;
where:
xi – is an object identifier,
t 2 T id – is a moment of time,
k1;k2; : : :kk 2 FI.
2.4.2. The clustering based models
There is a set of objects Xid of a dynamic information
system IT id and the similarity measure between objects
xi;x j 2 Xid , i 6= j:
j (xi;x j) :
The clustering algorithms divide the set of objects into m
subsets of similar objects (based on the similarity measure):
Xid 7!
j (xi ;x j)
fXidS1 ;X
id
S2
; : : :[XidSmg ;
XidSi  X
id
;XidSi \X
id
S j = /0 for i 6= j;
[
i
X idSi = X
id
:
Each of the clusters has the corresponding identifier:
S = fS1;S2; : : : ;Smg :
For a huge data set we have to find the clusters of objects
for a training set and then we build a classification model
that can be applied for a scoring set. Let us consider the
selected fS feature of the object (where S 2 FS, FS – is
the index of cluster feature), called cluster feature, and the
subsets of input features fI (I 2 FI, FI = F nFC, FI – is
the index set of input features, F – is the index set of all
object features).
The model is defined as follows:
r ( fS;xi; t) = MS(r ( fk1;xi; t); r ( fk2;xi; t); : : : ; r ( fkk;xi; t)) ;
where:
xi – is an object identifier,
t 2 T id – is a moment of time,
k1;k2; : : :kk 2 FI.
2.4.3. The estimation models
The estimation model is used for finding the unknown val-
ues of the target feature that depend on some input data.
Let us consider the set of objects Xid of a dynamic infor-
mation system IT id , the selected unknown feature of the
object fO (where O 2 FO, FO – is the index of target (out-
put) feature), called target feature, and the subsets of input
features fI ( I 2 FI, FI = F nFO, FI – is the index set of
input features, F – is the index set of all object features).
The model is defined as follows:
r ( fO;xi; t) = ME(r ( fk1;xi; t); r ( fk2;xi; t); : : : ; r ( fkk;xi; t)) ;
where:
xi – is an object identifier,
t 2 T id– is a moment of time,
k1;k2; : : :kk 2 FI.
2.4.4. The predictive models
The prediction model is used for finding the unknown val-
ues of the target that depend on some input historical data.
The time is important in this model. Let us consider the set
of objects Xid of a dynamic information system IT id , the
selected unknown feature of the object fO (where O 2 FO,
FO – is the index of target (output) feature), called tar-
get feature, and the subsets of input features fI (I 2 FI,
FI = F nFO, FI – is the index set of input features, F – is
the index set of all object features).
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r ( fO;client id; tchurn) = MP
 
r ( f1;client id; t1); r ( f1;client id; t2); r ( f1;client id; : : : ); r (client id; f1; tT );
r ( f2;client id; t1); r ( f2;client id; t2); r ( f2;client id; : : : ); r ( f2;client id; tT );
: : : ;
r ( f6;client id; t1); r ( f6;client id; t2); r ( f6;client id; : : : ); r ( f6;client id; tT );
: : :

:
The model is defined as follows:
r ( fO;xi; tp) = ME( r ( fk1;xi; t1); r ( fk1;xi; t2); r ( fk1;xi; : : : );
r ( fk2;xi; t1); r ( fk2;xi; t2); r ( fk2;xi; : : : );
: : : ;
r ( fkk;xi; t1); r ( fkk;xi; t2); r ( fkk;xi; : : : )) ;
where:
xi – is an object identifier,
T id = ft1; t2; : : : ; tT ; tpg,
tp = tT + z , z > 0,
tp – is the prediction time,
k1;k2; : : :kk 2 FI.
2.4.5. The association rules
Let us consider the set of objects X of a dynamic infor-
mation system IT , the set of the identifiers of the rules
N = f1;2; : : : ;mg, the selected subset of features of the ob-
ject FPi (where FPi  F , i 2 N, F – is the index set of
all object features), and the subsets of features of object
FQi = F nFPi.
The association rules are defined as follows:
Pi(r ( fl1;xl1; tl1); r ( fl2;xl2; tl2); : : : ; r ( fll ;xll ; tll)))
Qi(r ( fr1;xr1; tr1); r ( fr2;xr2; tr2); : : : ; r ( frr;xrr; trr)) ;
where:
i 2 N,
f
:::
– is a feature of the object,
x
:::
– is an object identifier,
t
:::
2 T– is a moment of time,
l1; l2; : : : ll 2 FPi 8i 2 N,
r1;r2; : : : rr 2 FQi 8i 2 N .
3. An example of the model formulation
One of the main problems that have to be solved by market-
ing departments of telecommunications operator is a long-
term relationship. They have found the way of convincing
current clients to continue using the services. The methods
that predicts the set of customers who are going to leave
the operator might be a significant tool that improves the
marketing campaigns [10, 12].
The telecommunication operator is storing a lot of infor-
mation about the clients in the databases. At the detail
level they have switch recordings in the form of call detail
records (CDR). This information is useful for billing but
can not be directly used for churn analysis. Therefore, this
detailed information should be aggregated and additional
data should be added. Table 1 shows a subset of the data
for churn analysis.
Table 1
The features that describes the clients
Client
id
f1
t1
f2
t1
f3
t1
f4
t1
f5
t1
f6
t1
: : :
churn
tc
1273 20 300 50 30 25 1 : : : Y
2234 100 400 100 20 30 10 : : : N
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
There are the following features of the clients in the
Table 1:
 f1 – remaining binding days,
 f2 – total amount billed,
 f3 – incoming calls,
 f4 – outgoing calls within the same operator,
 f5 – outgoing calls to other mobile operator,
 f6 – international calls,
 and others.
The training information system is defined as follows:
IT Train = (XTrain;FTrain;V Train; r Train;T Train;R); (6)
where:
T Train = t1; t2; : : : ; tT ; tchurn, tchurn = tc = tT + z , z > 0,
XTrain – is the finite and nonemty set of clients,
FTrain – is finite and nonempty set of features of the objects,
V Train =
S
f2F Vf , Vf , is a set values of feature f 2F , called
the domain of f ,
r
Train – is an information function:
r : FTrainXTrainTtrain !Vtrain.
A predictive model has been selected for a churn modeling.
The “churn” feature has been selected as a target feature
( fO = churn), the indexes of the input features fI belongs
to the set FI = f1;2;3;4;5; : : :g.
The model is defined as follows – see the top of this page.
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4. Conclusions
In this paper there is an overview of complex telecommu-
nications problems modeling. We have applied the defini-
otion of the dynamic information system for a formal de-
scription of the preprocessing as well as model definition.
We have stressed the importance of the preprocessing step
in a data mining process. An example of churn model for-
mulation has been provided. The presented approach might
be stimulating for a development of various temporal data
mining models.
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